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Introduction
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the first quarterly
report for 2021. Through engagement with our cluster members, we were able to continue
assisting with the complex challenges created through the COVID-19 pandemic, aid in the
creation of new jobs, facilitate the partnership of multiple cluster members, and other
accomplishments aligned with the SBA RIC objectives. As you review the included information,
please reach out with any questions or requests for additional clarification.

Activities, & Events
While working on the execution of the contract, our team continued strategic program actions to
pursue our path forward. As reported previously, our team pivoted our on-site meetings and
event delivery method and hosted webinars along with in-person events to continue engaging our
cluster members. During the first quarter, we offered multiple workshops and webinars to our
cluster members and participated in valuable events including, but not limited to, the following:

CONNEX Business-to-Business (B2B) Government Contracting Matchmaking
UAMMI received CARES ACT funding from the state legislature to assist businesses impacted
by COVID-19. Considering the challenges of meeting in-person during the pandemic, we
determined the best avenue was to utilize the CONNEX online tool to develop a B2B
Government Contracting matchmaking event. As we moved through the creation of this event, it
was clear that the goals and objectives of this effort aligned directly with the RIC program. As
such, we engaged our RIC team to supplement this effort and ensure that we were able to not
only make the most of this program, but also create a template for ongoing use of this event as a
tool in our toolbox.
Last quarter we reported on our team’s engagement with Northrop Grumman (NGC) providing
support for two opportunities/contracting needs with immediate demand. Through the
engagement with Northrop Grumman, we continue bringing multiple small businesses in front of
a new source of business opportunities.
UAMMI sent out notifications at the beginning of the 2nd round of interview opportunities for
NGC B2B to all the cluster members. The NGC opportunity, posted as a specific opportunity on
CONNEX where they were looking for new contractors. RIC cluster member, ACT Aero, came
very close to being selected after interviewing with NGC, however, their pricing was too high.
Even though they were not selected this is still a success for ACT as they are on the radar of
NGC who understands ACT’s capabilities and may contract with them in the future. NGC
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continued to interview throughout March even though they were initially going to close it at the
end of February.
As the interview process continued, we reached out to three companies to see if they qualified to
participate in the B2B interviews with NGC. We reminded these companies that CONNEX
provides other opportunities for them to be aware of and this tool is a valuable resource for them.
1. Metal Force, Dan Gotter, Sales Manager, was interested in participating, but the company
is not AS9100 certified. They struggle because that is such an expensive certification and
not able to invest the money without knowing if they will get a return on investment. At
some point, they would like to invest if they could get more government contracts. This is
an opportunity that our team will follow and continue to support.
2. Alloyed Solutions, Mason Winters, Welding Engineer, said his company is not AS9100
certified and would like to be able to afford to get the certification. He has worked with a
company in the past that was AS9100 Certified and knows how expensive and
complicated it is to maintain the certification. Alloyed Solutions understands it will
increase their work, but they have a very steady amount of work now without the
investment. It is very exciting to hear how this cluster member continues to succeed and
has such a heavy backlog of work.
3. Central Valley Machine, Jaren Anderson, Project Manager, can do the work but they are
already contracting with NGC. They have an excellent year going as they pivoted their
business to making medical equipment that helps with the delivery of the vaccine. They
will be watching CONNEX for other opportunities. This is another great story of
continuing success with our cluster members.
In total 12 interviews occurred. From those interviews, the following results were accomplished:
• ATC Aerospace – RFP sent
• Parametric – RFP & PO received
• L&H Industrial –RFP will go out as soon as they get their CMMC certification
• Bonneville Machine – Northrop is to reach back out to them; they have the capabilities.
• Rhinestahl – Should be receiving an RFP
• Kihomac – Plant tour needed, possible RFP
We also previously reported on how the success of the NGC event was so significant that the
USAF determined they would like to engage with us for similar efforts. Our efforts with the
USAF are moving fast and we are very happy with the ongoing growth of this engagement.
The HAFB purchasing team provided data on their two most troublesome parts and began
discussions to determine solutions. To assist in the long-term program, HAFB asked our team to
create an advisory board of UDMC personnel and small businesses to give direction to the
program and discuss methods to overcome potential challenges. We formed the board and
already met with the HAFB team multiple times. The UDMC team will likely use CONNEX5

Utah to contact small companies to invite them to become qualified and bid on making the parts.
The UDMC team will also mentor the small companies and assist in qualifying them to meet the
Air Force requirements. As this process happens, HAFB purchasing will work within the
structure of the Air Force and with the UDMC community to obtain the necessary engineering
releases, resolve the IP rights, reverse engineer parts as necessary, create new procurement
methods, and develop standards that enable the system to proceed efficiently. HAFB leadership
plans to prepare additional items and focus efforts on the reduction of the backlog of
troublesome parts (well over 1,000). The UDMC is off and running and looks forward to
reporting ongoing successes with this effort.

Local Utah SBA District office
Engagement
As our team continues to expand our services
and deepen our engagement across the cluster,
we consistently look for ways to enhance our
alliances with local partners. During the first
quarter of 2021, we reengaged with our local
SBA office. We are very excited by this
engagement and believe it greatly enhances our
efforts on the RIC and the Local SBA Utah
office’s goals as well.

Figure 1: slide from presentation

As our first effort together, we had an online
event where Marla Trollan (District Director for the Utah District Office) and John Gygi (Deputy
District director) presented to our cluster on various SBA COVID-19 programs available to aid
them during these challenging times. Not only did we have nearly 30 attendees for this event, but
we also recorded the presentation and distributed it to 400 different individuals. The recording is
available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Dwg6OwB9Cg.
The response to the impact of this event was immediate. Two different cluster members reached
out regarding these programs and we connected them both with Marla and John. We are very
grateful for this partnership and look forward to continuing our work together.
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Defense Manufacturing Research Symposium

Figure 2: Symposium header

UAMMI organized and hosted a major event on March 24, the Defense Manufacturing Research
Symposium. The purpose of this virtual event was to provide an opportunity for Utah
manufacturers to better familiarize themselves with the workings of defense agencies and to
learn how they can work directly with these organizations to grow their businesses. Presenters
spoke on current research programs along with ideas for new projects in development. It was a
fabulous opportunity to hear from DoD leaders about how manufacturers can be part of DoD
research projects.
The event took place virtually on March 24, 2021, from 1:00-5:00 MDT. Tulinda Larsen,
Executive Director of UAMMI, moderated the Symposium, which featured presentations from
seven high-level officials at U.S. government organizations purchasing or supporting products
from the U.S. defense industry.
Speakers represented Agility Prime (the innovation program of the U.S. Air Force), the Air
Force Research Laboratory, the Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center, the Oak Ridge and Idaho
National Labs of the Department of Energy, and the Logistics and Product Support Office of the
U.S. Air Force.
Specifically, the presenters included the following individuals:
•
•

Angie L. Tymofichuk, Senior Executive Service (SES), Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Logistics and Product Support SAF/AQD
Major John “WASP” Tekell, Agility Prime Deputy, USAF. Major Tekell was a lastminute substitution for Colonel Nathan Diller, Director of AFWERX
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•

•

•

•

•

Dr. Tim Bunning, Ph.D., ST, Chief
Technology Officer, Air Force Research
Laboratory
Thomas R. Kurfess, Ph.D., P.E., Chief
Manufacturing Officer, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory
Dr. Robert O’Brien, Director, Advanced
Design and Manufacturing, Idaho
National Laboratory
John D. Russell, D.Sc., Chief,
Structures Technology Branch, Air
Force Research
Tom Lockhart, Director of Engineering,
Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center

Key overall takeaways include the following:
•
•
•
•

Figure 3: Defense Manufacturing Research Symposium
Speakers

The Air Force is streamlining its acquisition program and facilitating supplier
participation
AFWERX aims to translate more technologies into capabilities through acquisition
changes
The research labs exist to help industry and foster innovation, but are not direct
purchasers
Utah plays an especially important role in our nuclear deterrent

In the following section, we review each presenter and their key speaking points. We were very
fortunate to have a group of renowned presenters from multiple arenas within the defense
manufacturing community.
Presentation One - Changes in US Air Force Acquisition and How You Can
Participate
Presented by Angie L. Tymofichuk, SES, Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Logistics and Product Support SAF/AQD.
Deputy Assistant Secretary Tymofichuk works in the main office overseeing acquisitions for the
Air Force. Its mission is to cost-effectively modernize to deliver capabilities to the warfighter
when needed. Their web page is at https://ww3.safaq.hq.af.mil/Organizations/. Her presentation
explained not only how the Air Force is changing its acquisition strategy, but also how a new
strategic mindset drives this effort.
8

Figure 4: Slide from Ms. Tymofichuk's presentation

Ms. Tymofichuk delivered the following key information for Utah manufacturers:
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Innovation is the battlefield – the Air and Space Force understands that it cannot let other
countries be superior in innovation.
o The time that it takes to field new capabilities is the greatest hindrance to
maintaining dominance
Digitization is critical to cutting development time and acquiring new technology
E-Series is the next new wave, Next Generation Air Dominance is an example to follow
Whereas the military used to tell industry what it needed, Air Force now asks industry
what technology it has and how it might apply to the Air Force’s needs
o This is where AFWERX comes in, the subject of the second presentation
Rapid Sustainment Office (RSO) is the new program executive office (PEO) that is
different from any other PEO within the Air Force
o Different objective – increase readiness by identifying, applying, and scaling
technology
o Board of Directors is 3 and 4-star heads of all capability areas which the Air
Force acquires or maintains
E-Programs are a new designation in which the planning is digital from the beginning
o Also digitizing old programs
How to participate
o Think from a standards-based approach – how this will morph the way acquisition
works
o Help the Air Force help you
9

o Participate in webinars and challenges
o Try again
Presentation Two –AFWERX’s Agility Prime Paving the Way for Research into ORBS
Presented by Major John “WASP” Tekell, Agility Prime Deputy, U.S. Air Force (replacing
Colonel Nathan Diller, Director of AFWERX).
Major Tekell provided a full overview of AFWERX (https://www.afwerx.af.mil/) including its
genesis and its structure. He then discussed the Agility Prime program. This covered more areas
than ORBS, as originally scheduled with Colonel Diller, but provides important information for
Utah manufacturers.
Key takeaways from Major Tekell’s presentation include the following:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

AFWERX has three major sectors:
o AFWERX Spark – focuses on talent development
o AFWERX Ventures -aims to expand technology
o AFWERX Prime – accelerates the transition of the technology to usable
capability
AFWERX started in June 2020 with a
small budget, but it has proven its value
and has scaled up and is now under Air
Force Mobility Command
Air Force recognized a gap between the
talent and R&D money that it had and the
technology that the industry had.
o AFWERX aims to make the
acquisition process take advantage
of this to enhance military
Figure 5: AFWERX logo
capability
AFVentures runs the supplemental funding pilot program and strategic investment
o Make a lot of small bets with SBIRs ad STTRs
o Medium bets with prototyping
o Finally scaling with large programs that they wish to move forward with
AFWERX Prime seeks to co-invest with industry to field a capability in 2 to 4 years
through diverse partnerships
Agility Prime is bringing together advances in electric, autonomy, and manufacturing
technology for the electrical Vertical Takeoff and Landing (eVTOL) market
The way ahead is a Funding Roadmap
10

•

Space Prime has been chosen as the next Prime activity
Presentation Three – Key Research Areas for Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)

Presented by Dr. Tim Bunning, Ph.D., ST, the Chief Technology Officer of the AFRL.
Based at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, the AFRL leads the “discovery,
development and delivery of warfighting technologies for our air, space and cyberspace forces".
It is the primary scientific research and development center for the Air Force. The facility’s
website is https://www.afrl.af.mil/.
Dr. Bunning specifically told the audience he would not speak about key research areas per se,
but the areas that the Air Force is pivoting to and the macro changes ongoing in AFRL.
The main points he stressed for Utah’s defense manufacturers include the following:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Responding to rapid geopolitical and technological change
The AFRL has $2.5 billion in core funding, $2.5 billion from research partners
AFRL is not a funding source, but it helps enable funding
o The role is to work with industry to analyze and reduce risk
There are five portfolios within AFRL:
o 6.1 Basic Research
o 6.2 Applied Research
o 6.3 Advanced Technology Development
o 6.4 Operations, Experimentation, and Prototyping
o 6.5 Non-Science and Technology
There is essentially a pivot based on panic within the Pentagon about what the U.S. has in
terms of its ability to go to war within the next five years
AFWERX has led to macro shifts in the portfolio
Related interests include:
o Left of launch missile strategies
o Attritable technologies
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Presentation Four – Democratizing Advanced Manufacturing – Ensuring Prosperity
and Security

Figure 6: Slide from Dr. Kurfess's presentation

Presented by Thomas R. Kurfess, Ph.D., P.E., Chief Manufacturing Officer, Oak Ridge National
Lab.
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee (www.ornl.gov) is the largest of
the U.S Department of Energy’s science and energy laboratories. Its research is designed to help
speed the delivery of energy and other solution to the marketplace. Dr. Kurfess provided an
overview of the lab along with specific examples of technology and machines currently at the
facility that are moving into commercial deployment.
Important elements of Dr. Kurfess’s presentation for Utah manufacturers include the following:
•
•

•
•
•

The importance of innovation. We must innovate faster than the competitor can and the
ORNL helps make this happen.
Areas of interest are:
o Next-generation architecture
o Hybrid manufacturing
o Additive manufacturing with digital passports
o The importance of data generation in all processes
Companies work with ORNL by contacting them directly
The industry puts in funds and the Lab provides matching funds
o Capabilities are partially covered using Department of Energy funds
Utah firms are encouraged to look at the ORNL web site and to determine which part of
the portfolio is the best fit and can inquire further
12

Presentation Five – INL Defense Manufacturing Programs

Figure 7: INL Logo

Presented by Dr. Robert O’Brien, Director, Advanced Design and Manufacturing, Idaho
National Laboratory.
The Idaho National Laboratory in Idaho Falls is the nation’s leading research and development
center for nuclear energy, covering all aspects of the technology including energy needs and
defense. https://inl.gov/
Key takeaways from Dr. O’Brien include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

INL’s location is a benefit to Utah defense manufacturers
Cyber-engineering and secure manufacturing are a major focus
Unique capabilities touching several areas in applied materials
Advanced Manufacturing research is at the INL’s Research & Education campus
Opportunities to partner with the INL are best made via the Department of Energy
Exchange website (https://eere-exchange.energy.gov/)

Presentation Six – Digital Research Innovations to Support Utah’s Air and Space
Force, Systems Thinking & Digital Engineering
Presented by Tom Lockhart, Senior Executive Service, Director of Engineering, Air Force
Nuclear Weapons Center.
The Nuclear Weapons Center is headquartered at Kirtland Air Force Base in New Mexico. Hill
Air Force Base is the principal location of the Minuteman III Systems Directorate and is part of
the Nuclear Command, Control, and Communications Integration Directorate. Its role is to
synchronize all aspects of nuclear material management on behalf of the commander of the Air
Force Materiel Command. https://www.afnwc.af.mil/
Mr. Lockhart’s presentation segued nicely from Dr. O’Brien’s, where the formerly discussed
research capabilities and the latter emphasized the deployment of actual solutions, although
research is also one of the NWC’s responsibilities along with acquisition.
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Highlights of Mr. Lockhart’s presentation include the following:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Innovative research is happening with NWC throughout Utah
The business infrastructure and digital network facilitate the attractiveness of Utah
companies for acquisition purposes
Two-thirds of the nuclear triad is managed in Utah
o In the ICBM itself (Minuteman III)
o With weapon/aircraft integration
Eight areas of importance for NWC that link with Utah companies
o Key among these are Additive Manufacturing and Digital Engineering
Acquisition significantly changed in the last two years because of cloud computing
facilities
o Think in terms of three milestones
Looking at shorter life-cycle systems than in the past
o This drives a need for quicker development and acquisition

Figure 8: Slide from Tom Lockhart's presentation
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Presentation Seven – Making Sense of Acronym Soup: The Language of DoD and
What it Means for Science and Technology

Figure 9: Slide from John Russell's presentation

Presented by John D. Russell, D. Sc., Chief, Structures Technology Branch, Air Force Research
Laboratory.
Mr. Russell relieved the anxiety about all the acronyms firms encounter as they begin exploring
government procurement and acquisition. Also, he moved beyond the alphabet soup to explain
certain terminology that is common in government acquisition and how these are related to
budget categories.
The Utah defense manufacturer learned about:
•
•
•
•

The color of money
Why PE isn’t something that takes place in a gym
How a TRL relates to a 6.1
Why an SES can be involved with a CII

The event went very smoothly and was a huge success. Broadcast via WebEx as well as on
YouTube Live, participants had multiple venues to access the event. A summary of the event,
along with video links to each presentation, is posted at
https://utahdefensemfg.org/events/symposium-march-2021.
Here is a summary of the attendance numbers:
308 Registrants/ 253 Attendees logged in to watch. Of those that attended:
15

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

52 Affiliated with Education/Academia
40 Affiliated with Government
129 Industry
2 Media
14 Military
21 Professional Society/Association
24 Service Provider to Industry
5 Students

Vertical Takeoff & Landing Symposium
Utah Advanced Materials
& Manufacturing Initiative
(UAMMI) and Hexcel
joined to share their
expertise at the Vertical
Flight Society’s 8th Annual
Electric Vertical Takeoff &
Figure 10: VTOL Symposium Header
Landing (VTOL)
Symposium. The biennial event was a virtual symposium that featured presentations, panel
discussions, and technical papers related to autonomous electric/hybrid VTOL aircraft with a
focus on urban air mobility (small transportation aircraft). At the event, UAMMI discussed the
challenges of certifying advanced materials, such as carbon fiber composites, to be used in the
production of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) aircraft. Hexcel, a leading provider of carbon fiber
composites with a large presence in Utah, also presented its views on the materials needs and
solutions for the AAM market.
According to the Vertical Flight Society, there are more than 300 various models of AAM
aircraft currently being developed throughout the world. Many of these are being developed by
well-known aerospace manufacturers, such as Bell and Airbus. However, others are being
developed by small startup companies, such as ElectraFly, based in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Because electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) AAM aircraft are being designed to
carry passengers, takeoff without a runway, and carry heavy batteries for electric propulsion, the
aircraft structure needs to be strong, yet lightweight. This leads to the use of advanced materials,
such as carbon fiber composites, which exhibit an exceptional strength-to-weight ratio. These
materials will be a significant part of the eVTOL structure and must meet strict qualification and
certification standards.
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Rural Caucus
On February 5, 2021, Tulinda Larsen, Brent Strong,
Michael Free, U of U, accompanied online by Eric
Eddings, U of U, and Craig Eatough, Combustion
Resources, Price, Utah, presented before the Rural Caucus
at the request of Representative Steve Lund who represents,
Sanpete and Juab Counties.
In an earlier conversation with Rep. Lund, expressed
interest in a UAMMI presentation, “Coal: too valuable to
burn.” He asked that UAMMI share it at the Rural Caucus.
The presentation was to 15 legislators and 25 virtual
attendees. Several of the legislators were very interested in
the work that the University of Utah in partnership with
UAMMI is engaged to extrude carbon fiber from coal and
find newly commercialized products from the carbon fiber.
They see this as the
Figure 11: Dr. Free and Dr. Strong
future for coal and
preparing for the hearing with Rep. Lund
the potential economic
development for their struggling rural communities that
are in decline due to lower demand for coal.
Representative Phil Lyman requested that Tulinda
prepare the same presentation for an energy caucus, “The
Yellow Cake Caucus,” which is well attended by rural
legislators interested in energy issues and related projects
for economic development. Representative Lyman also
asked UAMMI to assist with a project for his company.

Figure 12: Dr. Strong discussing using
carbon fiber for horse saddles with Rep.
Lyman.

This event was a great chance for our team to enhance
our connection with key rural districts in our state and
further our engagement there.
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Expanding the Cluster and Defining new Members
As UAMMI concluded 2020, we determined our total cluster membership to be 145 companies.
We estimate that roughly 84% of the Utah advanced materials market participates in our cluster.
As UAMMI enters 2021, we are focusing on the following:
1. Increasing engagement with the 145 current companies through a new communications
program and continuing outreach, and
2. Expanding the Cluster to deepen our reach into the advanced manufacturing sector,
which is a much larger market than the advanced materials market.
Advanced manufacturing includes any manufacturing company applying or would like to apply
advanced manufacturing processes to their production. To date, the UAMMI Cluster has
included aerospace, defense, medical, and outdoor recreation. Virtually all manufacturing
companies can apply advanced manufacturing processes, which include digital engineering,
robotics, precision machining, 3D printing, applications of 5g to manufacturing. etc.
As we move forward with this effort, our team works to formalize defining parameters around
who these new cluster members are, how our outreach will take place, and what the strategy is to
deepen the engagement with the advanced manufacturing sector.
Throughout the first quarter, our team participated in multiple strategy development events.
These events included actions like formalizing who the advanced manufacturing sector would
include, developing outreach plans, creating new information packets for prospective members,
defining team roles and responsibilities, and so on.

UAMMI Offers Group Employee Benefit Plan
Employee benefit plans are difficult and expensive for small companies to secure plans that are
competitive with larger companies, which puts these companies at a disadvantage in recruiting
workers. UAMMI teamed with Moreton Insurance to offer small Utah companies in the SBARIC program competitive employee benefits packages through a group program. Any UAMMI
Cluster Member with less than 50 employees is eligible. There is no minimum number of
companies participating for this program to be successful.
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Through the UAMMI group plan, the SBA RIC cluster members can expect to save between
10% and 15% in insurance premium costs and offer better benefits to employees. The program
will offer five benefit options with six
provider networks. Also, the plan will offer
Payroll & Human Resources outsourcing
services such as tax and HR government
reporting. Additional benefits, such as more
options and even Pet Insurance, will be
offered as the program grows in the number
of participating companies.
The program was launched in the first
quarter of 2021 and eight Cluster Members
are engaged in discussions in preparation
for Moreton to present a quote. First
Moreton gathers employee data from the
Figure 13: UAMMI Group Plan Key Info
company and reviews existing plans if any.
Once all the information is gathered,
Moreton presents a proposal and a premium quote. Cluster Members who have completed the
RAMP program are the first targeted group to present the new employee benefit plans because
they are already a cohort.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as set up and designed
during the first quarter of 2019. We listed Information on those tools and applicable events
below.

RAMP
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator fully dedicated to innovators utilizing carbon fiber,
advanced composites, or 3D printing as key components in their product innovations. It is open
to innovators at different growth stages and across a wide range of market sectors such as
outdoor sports and recreation, medical devices, building construction, aerospace, commercial
drones, and more.
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Now in its second year of operation, RAMP delivers a 10-week startup accelerator program
helping entrepreneurs and small businesses launch their innovations and scale their companies.
RAMP’s focus is on innovations and products that use advanced materials in their design, and
which utilize advanced manufacturing processes, such as 3D printing. RAMP is open to a wide
range of innovators and entrepreneurs in such
market sectors as outdoor recreation, medical
devices, commercial aerospace, consumer
products, and defense manufacturing. RAMP
welcomes entrepreneurs and innovators from
across the state of Utah with particular
outreach to those located in the rural areas of
Figure 14: RAMP Logo
the state.
RAMP 2020 Fall Cohort Graduation Day
Hosted on January 28, 2021, the Graduation Day culmination of the RAMP 2020 Fall cohort.
Public dignitaries, funding and investment representatives, academic leaders, economic
development representatives, and the cohort members and their families, attended this online
event. The nine cohort members presented their business pitch emphasizing their problem and
solution fit and a demonstration of their minimum viable product. The entrepreneurs from each
business answered
questions and made
comments stressing
their success to date.
Respective investors
and strategic partners
were able to follow up
with the respective
teams. The video
presentations from each
team are hosted on the
RAMP website along
with a business
Figure 15: Ramp Graduation Certificate
description and contact
information.
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Successful Capital Raise for RAMP 2020 Fall Cohort Members
RAMP mentors specifically
assisted the Escapod teammanufacturers of a highdemand teardrop recreational
trailer- in obtaining the critical
capital needed for the
expansion of their plant.
RAMP mentors encouraged
the Mountain West Small
Business Finance Company,
which also is a key sponsor for
Figure 16: Escapod trailer
RAMP, to consider providing
funding support to Escapod.
Through the course of RAMP, Mountain West Small Business Finance became acquainted with
Escapod and was impressed with its business success. This familiarity enabled Mountain West to
propose to Escapod the prospect of receiving an SBA loan. The RAMP mentors assisted Escapod
through the loan process and, as a result of their participation in RAMP, Escapod obtained a
$250,000 SBA loan which will fund the expansion of their manufacturing plant and provide
critical equipment to the business.
RAMP mentors also helped prepare My Yard Play- a 2020 Fall RAMP cohort member and
manufacturer of a mobile play yard for small children- with their investor pitch. After extensive
preparation and revision, My Yard Play successfully pitched its business to a group of angel
investors and obtained a critical seed investment of $75,000.
Implemented RAMP 2021 Alumni Mentoring Initiative
To provide ongoing assistance and mentoring to members of the 2020 Fall RAMP cohort, we
initiated a RAMP Alumni Mentoring program. This program consists of providing 12 additional
weeks of mentoring with our six RAMP Master Mentors which will provide approximately 75
hours of mentoring to each of the businesses selected to join this initiative. Three businesses
from the RAMP Fall 2020 cohort were selected to participate in the RAMP Alumni initiative:
Escapod, Spring Ease Brace, and ROAM Industry. The selection was based on the team’s
immediate prospects for success and the contributing value of the RAMP mentoring. Four
weekly mentoring sessions have been held throughout March. Conducted online, the agenda for
the sessions is determined by the individual business teams and addresses their most important
short-term priorities. Mentors can provide in-depth insight and advice on critical issues
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confronting each business. Mentors are also able to follow up each week and help monitor the
team’s success and achievements.
Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- Escapod
Escapod- a manufacturer of
a unique high-end teardrop
recreational trailer- has
back orders for its product
extending over a 12-month
wait time. To better meet
this demand, the RAMP
mentors provided advice on
how to accelerate the
manufacturing process
using batch kits and
customized software to
better manage the flow of
Figure 17: Escapod Team
parts and inventory. As a
result, the construction time
for each trailer improved from taking seven days to complete a single trailer build to one day.
Escapod plans to release a second version of its trailer, which will be very disruptive to the
market. The RAMP mentors have provided critical advice on how to time the release of that
product without upsetting their flow of orders for the current version, as well as managing the
switch over to building the new product. As a result, a detailed plan for the conversion to the new
release has been designed to build on the current success without disruption.
As a growing company, Escapod faces the challenge of inspiring new hires to maintain the
company’s culture of artisanship and precision manufacturing. The RAMP mentors provided
specific advice on ways to institutionalize company culture, using personality tests in the hiring
process, and revising and improving the new employee onboarding procedures.
Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- ROAM
RAOM is developing a new mountain bike product to enable packing overnight bags on the bike
for bike backpacking enthusiasts. The RAMP mentors directly assisted in designing cad designs
for the product and made significant improvements to the product design itself. The RAMP
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mentors also developed
thermoplastic molds,
which are used to produce
the first batch of working
prototypes for extensive
testing.
As a result of this
progress, ROAM has been
approached by a major
sports equipment
manufacturer with a
proposal to join a venture
Figure 18: ROAM Saddle Arch
on the product. The
RAMP mentors are
providing significant advice on structuring the joint venture arrangement in ways that enable
ROAM to maximize their return on future sales of the product and to maintain their preferred
position as designers and developers of the product.
As a result of RAMP Alumni mentoring, ROAM is in a position to have a fully tested new
product, production molding prepared and strategic partners to lead the marketing and sales of
the product.
Specific Achievements- RAMP 2021 Alumni Member- Spring Ease Brace

Figure 19: SpringEase Offloading Boot

Spring Ease Brace is
a leg brace that
offloads the body
weight from the foot
when injured
enabling the patient
to heal faster. RAMP
Alumni mentors
oversaw and guided
the early testing of
the brace to validate
the degree to which
the brace offloads the
weight and patient
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use in small trials with selected podiatrist doctors.
The results of the testing are very encouraging, which has drawn the interest of private angel
investors. The RAMP Alumni mentors have made connections for Spring Ease with offshore
manufacturing representatives that will be needed for scaled production. The RAMP Alumni
team also assisted in revising the investor pitch and providing specific advice on negotiating with
angel investors.

CONNEX - Utah
CONNEX was launched by UAMMI in 2019 and further populated in 2020. This custom
database tracks the complex Utah composites supply chain and identifies specific gaps and areas
of opportunity for new business and new business services within the cluster. This tool serves as
a virtual collaboration center where business needs are matched with new Utah business partners,
regardless of geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply
chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more
significant considering the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster.

Figure 20: CONNEX Utah logo

Under CARES funding in 2020, the Utah-MEP (formerly Utah Industry Resource Alliance)
expanded the participation in CONNEX to all manufacturers in Utah and it has been rebranded
CONNEX-UTAH. More than 8,000 companies were added to CONNEX, with validation via
phone calls to help companies update their profiles and to identify bad entries, The result was
4,317 actual manufacturers in Utah.
CONNEX Cluster Member Outreach
UAMMI continues to track our Cluster members in CONNEX. During the first quarter, UAMMI
added 83 new organizations to the CONNEX platform. 28 of those organizations are already
onboarded as cluster members and research continues on the remainder. 194 new users were
brought onto the CONNEX platform during the first quarter. This is a great indicator of
organizations expanding their use of the platform. As CONNEX continues to evolve and group
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in its capabilities, the demand for user access grows as well. This is an incredible tool for our
cluster members and key in their networking and supply chain engagement.
CONNEX Upgrades

Figure 21: CONNEX Activity Tracking Screenshot

February 3
•
•
•

•
•

Update to SBA RIC Activity Tracking - formatting updates to SBA RIC Activity
Tracking, as well as adding activity lookup tables to lookup management module
New audit event: Download - this will allow CONNEX Admins to audit when people
download a CSV report from /admin/reports
Notify Partners - this is a tool added to the Exchange Center for i5 to notify partners
(i.e. Connex Admins/Users, Association Admins/Users) of listings in the Exchange
Center. Added for B2B event support
Promo Code Admin - management interface for updating promo codes for the
Manufacturers Marketplace national platform registration into CONNEX
Removed the mask on AS91xx. Now when users enter the cert data for AS91xx it is a
blank input box, just like ISO (and the others that behave similarly)
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•
•

•

Removed the non-functional Rolodex module from Connex (at the request of
UAMMI). All code has been removed from the production codebase
Updated the organization component on Customers and Suppliers to now require a street
when adding a new customer or supplier organization record. Previously, only city and
state or postal code was required
Updated Exchange Center listings so that when closing any Needs listing, the user is
prompted to enter award information. Previously, award information was only collected
for RFQs/RFPs

March 24
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Activity Tracking - updated Activity Tracking interactions to be manageable by
CONNEX Admins (all interactions editable by admins now), as well as modifications to
lookup table values and the csv export
Search Visualization Updates - additional filter tracking, pagination tracking, distance
filtering, and profile clicks now shown on the Search Visualization
Profile Badges - lookup values can now be made into badges via Lookup Table
Management, highlighting manufacturers who have specific certifications, value
offerings, and capabilities, such as ISO, PPE Supplier, "Made in Utah", etc.
Gap Report - a new report that finds organizations with specific lookup values (e.g.
capabilities or value offerings) that do not have other specific lookup values (e.g.
certifications), intended to enhance economic development efforts across the state
Exchange Center Responses - respond to surplus and needs listings directly in the
Exchange Center instead of email (includes 1% success fee for needs listings only)
Email Alerts - new email alerts for Exchange Center listing expiration/close and user
inactivity
Login Report - new report tracking user login information (last login, total logins for all
users, including CONNEX roles)
Org Export - added total user count to organization export
Potential Duplicates Report - added total user count to potential dupes report
Various bug fixes
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Outreach and Marketing

Figure 22: Director's Message screenshot
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To increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed
outreach and marketing efforts on multiple fronts. These efforts included activities such as
outreach, event planning, industry insight, distribution of newsletters, and email engagement.

Newsletter
The UAMMI bi-monthly newsletter was sent to 1500 people both in January and March 2021.
•

•

January Newsletter: The January newsletter focused on UAMMI’s accomplishments of
2020, despite the challenges with COVID. It also highlighted the upcoming Defense
Manufacturing Research Symposium. Some of these accomplishments mentioned in the
newsletter were:
o Assisted in Utah’s designation by the DoD as an official Defense Manufacturing
Community. The Governor’s Office of Economic Development and UAMMI
were instrumental in securing this designation.
o Helped two Utah companies (ElectraFly and AnalySwift) win three Small
Business Technology Transfer (STTR) grants from the US Air Force
AFWERX/Agility Prime office.
o Formed the UAMMI Institute, a 501-C-3 non-profit focused on research and
education.
o Assisted with i5 Solutions in launching new B2B Government Contracting
Matchmaking events.
o Maintained Utah’s position of leadership in advanced manufacturing at several
industry events.
o Received the prestigious SAMPE North America Organizational Excellence
Award
o Secured funding for the Defense Manufacturing Support Program with the help
and support of Utah’s congressional delegation, especially Senator Romney.
March Newsletter: The March newsletter focused on the upcoming Defense
Manufacturing Research Symposium event, the new Composites program being taught at
Snow College to meet industry workforce demand (https://www.uammi.org/press/snowcollege-composites-program) and the new funding secured for new UAMMI 2021
programs, which includes the following:
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o Systems Engineering Education
and Training Programs through
Weber State University and the
University of Utah.
o A Master’s Degree program
through the Center for Advanced
Composite Materials &
Structures to be developed by
Utah State University and Weber
State University,
o Research programs for
converting coal to carbon fiber at
the University of Utah

Email Circulation

Figure 23: Snow College press release screenshot

Regular emails were sent from the Executive Director providing regular industry updates,
business opportunities, and events. Circulation was received by over 1,700 contacts, local and
national, with each email sent. Strategic member-based emails were sent to 150+ cluster
members for each email sent.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jan 6th – Vaccine distribution information to help cluster companies get back to normal
work more quickly.
Jan 9th – Information on the new PPP loan funds available to certain cluster members.
Jan 14th – Information on UAMMI events
Jan 19th – UAMMI newsletter
Jan 21st – Information about the upcoming B2B event with Northrop Grumman, which is
designed to connect smaller manufacturers with prime contractors.
Jan 26th – PPP Loan Funding Update
Jan 26th – ANTC pitch day invitation
Feb 4th – Doing Business in Mexico Webinar
Feb 5th – B2B with NGC info
Feb 5th – Rural Caucus UAMMI Presents Vision for Non-Fuel uses of Coal
Feb 10th – Information for students about internship opportunities with Hexcel
Feb 11th – Press Release - Hexcel UAMMI & Hexcel Advocate for Composites for AAM
Aircraft
Feb 19th – Information about job opportunities at Hexcel
Feb 25th – B2B Apprenticeship Webinar Utah Apprenticeship Network Virtual Event
March 1st – Presidential EO Carbon Fiber Classified as Essential
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

March 4th – Press release on Utah’s contribution to the Mars rover
March 8th – Invitation to B2B Contracting Matchmaking with Northrop Grumman
March 10th – WTC China Doing Business in China
March 15th – UAMMI Newsletter
March 16th – Additive Survey UAMMI Survey on Additive Manufacturing
March 17th – Information on how the Governor’s Office of Economic Development
announced Advanced Manufacturing as the 7th Economic Cluster in Utah, which will
bring more attention to the industry. The official press release is here:
https://issuu.com/goed/docs/business-in-utah-magazine-2021/s/11783338
March 18th – UAMMI recognized Utah’s
women leading the way in an email and
whitepaper. This communication
championed 7 women with outstanding
careers in the advanced materials and
manufacturing industry. The purpose was
to highlight amazing people doing great
things, show the diversity of leadership in
our industry, and highlight women leaders
to show our young female leaders of the
future. The whitepaper can be found here:
https://www.uammi.org/new/wpcontent/uploads/2021/03/RecognizingWomen-In-Utah-ManufacturingUAMMI-2021.pdf
March 24th – Defense Symposium event
email campaign completed. The Defense
Figure 24:" Women at the Forefront" whitepaper
Manufacturing Research Symposium,
screenshot
hosted by (UAMMI) along with the Utah
Defense Mfg Community (UDMC), took place virtually on March 24, 2021, from 1:005:00 MT. UAMMI brought together over 350 attendees and streamed the event across
WebEx and YouTube Live. The Symposium was a major accomplishment for the team
and has produced evergreen content across the UtahDMC website and Youtube. You can
see the full summary page at https://utahdefensemfg.org/events/symposium-march-2021
March 29th – New member press release email summary. UAMMI announced the new
Board Member and Marketing Director. Picked up by credible, relevant sources including
Gartner. The full release found at https://www.uammi.org/press/uammi-announces-newboard-member-and-marketing-director/
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•

March 29th – UAMMI and SBA provided COVID resource update and extension
information using email to solicit attendance. Strategic relationships with the Utah
Outdoor Association, UIRA, SBA, and others increased the email reach by over 2000+
contacts.

Website
•
•
•
•
•

Website activity averaged visitation of 1,700 per month
Updated and maintained page web page providing essential information on COVID-19
business support resources, Executive Director messages, press releases, and articles
Added all events and training applicable to the industry cluster, including the registration
and information page about the Utah Defense Manufacturing Research Symposium
Added local company news to highlight Utah companies and the work they are doing
Added new posts to support whitepaper, press release, and workforce highlights

Social Media Promotion (LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook)
•
•
•
•
•

Conducted some 15+ posts with special emphasis from the Executive Director
Growing overall channel audience across all 3
Consistency and quality have led to great reach and engagement
Use of rich media and other social media best practices (hashtags, partner profile tagging,
links in comments) implemented and being built into the ongoing strategy
Direct communication/response with comments continued to enhance the conversation
and lend context to original social posts
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Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations to target our support
to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI RIC team
continue to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster.
Please note the following summary of metrics identified in our statement of work as reportable.

Table 1

UAMMI SBA RIC Q1 2021 Key Metrics
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships 3
Growth in the number of small businesses participating in cluster and support
industries
1
Growth in the number of small business starts in the cluster area

0

Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster
(grants, contracts, loans, and investments from public and private sources)

0

Growth in job creation of small businesses
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Growth in new products, services, or business lines

1

Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or
other technical assistance

19

Growth in the creation of new business, employment, or new business
opportunities in emerging markets

2

Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events,
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities

55

Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants
in the cluster, as well as the number of new technologies licensed
2
Figure 25: UAMMI SBA RIC Q1 2021 Key Metrics
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While the following are only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the
UAMMI team, we believe that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team. If
you would like additional information on the following activities, we are ready and willing to
expand on the info included here.

Individual Engagements
1. Isotruss, a small business making carbon fiber towers (chiefly for cell phones and other
communications) called UAMMI and asked for assistance with making and testing
samples. The Isotruss subsidiary in Asia needs to verify (qualify) their material. The
starting material is towpreg, that is, tows of carbon fiber where you apply the resin.
Making test samples from this material requires skill in laying the material into a mold.
Due to the process difficulty, they asked UAMMI to assist. Also, they do not have a
mold, nor do they have the machines required to do the testing. UAMMI and Weber State
University, with whom we have recently signed an MOU for cooperation in just these
kinds of situations, can provide these requirements.
The UAMMI CTO serves on the advisory board of Isotruss and assists with technical
questions and manufacturing modifications regularly. Isotruss just announced that they
are moving to a new facility due, in part, to the assistance of UAMMI. Isotruss reports
that they have increased their employee count from five to 17 and are anticipating the
addition of another 10-20 over the next year as they move into the new facility.
2. Conductive Composites formed an advisory board consisting of people with varied
backgrounds. There is a patent attorney, a corporate attorney, an accountant, an expert in
government programs, and the UAMMI CTO for technical expertise. The board meetings
range widely over corporate strategy, organization, human resources, new product
development, marketing issues, new market areas, and government contracts. The
UAMMI representative and the patent attorney have often been asked to meet for
additional discussions on specific patent issues. We are happy to report the approval of
three new patents. They are US Pat. No. 10,870,767 for Multifunctional paints and caulks
with controllable electromagnetic properties, a Notice of Allowance received on
1/29/2021 that will issue once the fees have been paid for a Panel for reflective
broadband electromagnetic shielding, and a Notice of Allowance received on 1/25/2021
for Methods and systems for constructing or retrofitting electromagnetically shielded
facilities.
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3. A few weeks ago, UAMMI received a
request from Combustion Resources, a
small company in the cluster, to help
with the organizing and writing of a
proposal for the Department of Energy.
The proposal is to make building
products out of coal and/or coal-based
materials. Combustion Resources has a
proprietary process for making pellets
from coal-based materials and they are
researching technology to reshape
Figure 26: Building Product Pellet
these pellets to be acceptable as bricks
for walls. After discussion with
UAMMI, we agreed that another innovation would be to shape the bricks with connection
mechanisms like Lego blocks so that the coal bricks could be assembled without the use
of mortar, thus eliminating the need for brick masons to assembly the wall.
UAMMI worked with Combustion Resources to assemble a proposal team and then
UAMMI did most of the proposal writing and final editing. Combustion Resources will
make the bricks and Weber State University, a research university with strong linkages to
UAMMI, will do the testing. UAMMI will be the program manager.
4. UAMMI met with officials at Northrop Grumman who asked UAMMI to help solve a
problem that Northrop Grumman has regarding the disposal of carbon fiber waste. From
their operations making parts for the F35 and Airbus A-350, Northrop Grumman makes
about 5.5 tons of carbon fiber waste each month. Despite their efforts to identify carbon
fiber recyclers who could solve this problem, they cannot find a solution and the waste is
sent to the landfill. The problem is that the costs of recycling are so high that the price for
recycled carbon fiber is almost the
same as virgin carbon fiber. A new
recycling paradigm is needed.
UAMMI devised a concept of
minimum processing for recycled
materials in which the focus is not on
preserving the properties of the carbon
fiber but, rather, using the waste
material “as is.” This will eliminate
the high costs of recycling and will
allow usable carbon fiber waste in
Figure 27: Carbon fiber waste
applications with high volumes. The
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5.

6.

7.

8.

Navy asked for proposals to solve the carbon fiber waste problem and UAMMI
assembled a proposal team from within its cluster. KIHOMAC, a cluster member, will
manage the program, and Weber State University will lead the testing. UAMMI will give
technical support. UAMMI wrote and submitted the proposal.
The UAMMI leadership met with Thom Carter, the new Director of the Governor’s
Energy Department. UAMMI is involved in several programs that deal with coal such as
coal-to-carbon-fibers, a DOE grant application for making building products out of coalderived materials, and extracting high-value products from coal. We discussed UAMMI’s
overall concept with coal that states, “Coal is too valuable to burn.” Director Carter was
very pleased with the UAMMI program and promised support letters for out project
applications.
Professor John Welch of the University of Albany (SUNY) asked UAMMI to be
collaborators in a proposal to the National Science Foundation (NSF). Dr. Welch
developed a polymeric coating that is chemically durable, thermally insensitive, and
mechanically strong. These seem to be ideal properties for a coating in aerospace and,
combined with other properties of being rapidly cured and environmentally benign, this
coating will likely speed maintenance while reducing lost in-revenue-service minimizing
operator and maintainer expense. Envisioned customers include airframe makers,
maintenance, and repair and overhaul operators in both the civilian and defense
industries. It is UAMMI’s objective to make test coupons using the new polymer and
then to work with some cluster members to determine if they have an interest in pursuing
the polymer further, perhaps even becoming a licensee and producing the polymer.
A new company is starting in rural Utah and making high-performance bicycle parts. The
company founders worked with UAMMI over several months to address both technical
and business issues as they formed the company. They will be located in Richfield, Utah,
and anticipate spending $15 million on capital equipment and buildings. Thirty jobs are
transferring from their current location in Sanpete County and the company will add 20
jobs in their new location.
KIHOMAC, a veteran-owned small business, found an announcement from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) requesting ideas for the NSF Seed Fund Program. These ideas
are to be submitted in a white paper format and, if approved, could lead to Phase 1, 2, and
3 funding. KIHOMAC asked UAMMI to investigate whether the idea of recycling carbon
fiber waste would fit into the NSF program. We found that the program requires that the
good idea also have significant research and development that would solve the basic
problem outlined in the idea. UAMMI felt that researching and developing a system
based on chopped carbon fiber waste would qualify because the development of the resin
system would coat the chopped waste with, perhaps, other components to give a mass of
material that would mold easily in high volume manufacturing would qualify. UAMMI
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wrote the white paper and gave it to KIHOMAC to be submitted. We have now learned
that the proposal was not funded because it did not have enough research risk. The lack
of risk removes it from NSF funding but probably moves the proposal into other areas,
such as private funding and DoD funding. We will look for a funding opportunity in
those areas.
9. One of the deliverables of the Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) grant is
to write a business plan that would expand upon the idea of using coal as a raw material
for chemicals and carbon products. UAMMI was asked to explain this concept to the
Weber State University faculty who have been tasked with writing the plan. When
written, the plan will assist Combustion Resources, a small Utah company working with
coal products to get money to build a plant to begin the coal refining business. Craig
Eatough, the CEO of Combustion Resources also joined in the meeting to discuss the
concepts and answer questions about coal refining. Including Combustion Resources in
this effort brings a great opportunity to a RIC small business.
10. UAMMI suggested to Weber State University that the university establish a Center for
Reshoring Manufacturing. This center would be a place where research on methods to
determine the benefits of reshoring and where companies in the state could go to help
them determine if reshoring would be economically advisable. The Reshoring Center
would cooperate with a national center for Reshoring that UAMMI has previously
supported.
11. UAMMI assisted in securing three STTR grants and now is working with the grantees to
define in detail the work that needs to be done to meet the deliverables and tasks. These
frequent (weekly) meetings often allow the experience of UAMMI in supervising
research to suggest methods of carrying out the work with the best likelihood of success.
12. In January, UAMMI was informed that partner Impossible Objects won another STTR
grant to find USAF customers for carbon-based additive manufacturing (3D printing). In
1Q, the UAMMI team worked with Hill Air Force Base’s 748th Supply Chain
Management group to identify projects which, will be executed by a Utah company
should the program move forward.
13. Two years ago, UAMMI received a request from a cluster member to help initiate a
master’s program in composites engineering at a local university. The cluster company
needs engineers with advanced knowledge of composites. They currently hire these
people from a university in the midwest and want local Utah resources. UAMMI
contacted the Utah State University dean of engineering and he was very receptive to the
idea. The most viable way to establish this program is a joint master’s degree between
Utah State University and Weber State University. We submitted the proposal to the state
legislature about a year ago. Funding did not take place at that time, despite excitement
by the concept. With UAMMI’s support among legislators and a year of continued
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UAMMI effort, the legislature allocated funds to set up a composites center/laboratory
and continuing funds for faculty salaries. One of the professors who will be involved in
the program is Nadia Kouraytem, at Utah State University. She wants to include additive
manufacturing in the program and UAMMI strongly supports that concept. She asked
UAMMI to assist in developing a survey of local companies (cluster members) to
determine the type of additive work they are doing and might do. The survey will give a
basis for determining the type of additive machine that will be sought in a grant. UAMMI
will distribute the survey to its members and give the results and analysis to Professor
Kouraytem.
14. The CTO of UAMMI, Dr. Brent Strong, was invited to be a member of an elite Technical
Advisory Council sponsored by the Society for the Advancement of Materials and
Process Engineering (SAMPE). The council is composed of 24 members—three from
SAMPE and the others are technical chiefs in companies in the United States, Europe,
India, and Asia. The types of companies include aerospace, medical device
manufacturers, manufacturing consulting, wind turbines, additive manufacturing services,
automotive, chemical, plastics, and general manufacturing. The level of technical
capability and the breadth of experience and knowledge bode well for the next sessions
where specific problems that have an impact on the nature of civilization will be
discussed. UAMMI anticipates that these discussions will help UAMMI work with small
companies in our cluster to modernize and improve, perhaps adopting some of the latest
technologies to become more competitive.
15. UAMMI met with Stratasys, a manufacturer of 3D printing systems. Three sales and
technical people from Stratasys presented an overview and answered questions from the
UAMMI team. The
UAMMI objective is to
increase our expertise in
3D printing so that we can
assist companies in
entering the 3D
marketplace. One of the
services offered by
Stratasys is providing
engineering design for
companies that do not
have that capability and
we believe that many
cluster companies could
Figure 28: UAMMI and Stratasys Team
benefit from that service.
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UAMMI also met with MarkForged, another 3D printing company. We discussed the
uniqueness of the MarkForged system and compared it to other 3D systems involving
plastics and carbon fiber reinforcement. We scheduled additional meetings to continue
this effort.
16. UAMMI received a request from Apex Containers about a list of approved plastics and
chemicals for products sold in Japan. Some of Apex’s customers sell into the Japanese
market and need to certify that their products are compliant with the approved list.
Because the list of approved materials is technical, Apex asked UAMMI to look at the list
and compare it to the products supplied by Apex’s customers. All of the materials sold by
Apex were on the list and approved for all of the substances and applications of interest.
While talking with Apex about the materials for Japan, UAMMI directed the attention of
the Apex owner to the Connex Exchange function where three container/sprayer items
were listed as being needed by cluster companies.
17. UDMC representatives dedicated significant time assisting a small business member in
submitting a Phase I STTR for $140,000.00 with an extension potential of $100,000 to
the Navy DOD proposal. The proposal features a linkage with the Navy’s effort in
recycling composite materials, will be headed by a small business, have a link with a
research university, have industrial partners, and have strong commercialization plans
with the Navy. The UDMC team worked with the small business and Weber State
University to develop a novel approach, which will significantly reduce the costs of
recycling carbon fiber, reduce the environmental impact of carbon composite waste and
increase the usage of carbon composites. These efforts would result in a reduction of
procurement costs with the defense community as carbon composites usage in that sector
continues to increase.
18. Peter Pless was a professor of design at Northern Michigan University, just moved to
Utah, and wants to establish a new company that will provide design assistance for
customers seeking to make parts using additive manufacturing/3D printing. Peter wanted
to know the potential in Utah for this type of business and how many additive machines
were already operational in Utah (so that he could estimate the potential work). UAMMI
met with him and gave an overview of the additive manufacturing situation and
encouraged him to start his business. We also gave him some potential leads. A few days
later he sent the following message to UAMMI: “I hope that you are all doing well and
are having an enjoyable weekend. It was an absolute pleasure to have such an exciting
and reassuring conversation on Friday. Not only did our discussion further validate my
interest in this endeavor, but also made me realize how far from a saturation point this
AM technology is within the state of Utah. The following months promise to be
interesting as these discussions that I am having within the community gain further
momentum. Despite being new to the area, my interest in developing a design/additive
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manufacturing service has been a consideration for quite some time. As I continue in my
research and development toward this goal, I would greatly value further discussions,
introduction, and advisement to make this not only successful but significant to the region
as well. Please do not hesitate to contact me for any reason. I very much look forward to
additional conversations shortly.” This is a very promising new addition to our cluster.
19. Polymule recently negotiated an agreement with Beaver County and Beaver City to move
the Polymule manufacturing facility to Beaver in exchange for Beaver City and County
investing $300,000 to build a 17,000 sqft manufacturing facility. The cost to the company
for 10 years will be $1/year. The facility will also house a cooperative group that will do
plastics manufacturing services. This will be injection molding and other plastic
processes to be operated jointly with profits to be shared. The cooperative will have a
maximum of seven companies and Polymule is asking UAMMI to help find companies
that would be interested in being part of the cooperative. We are excited by this move and
the activity for our cluster.
20. Last year, just before all in-person meetings stopped, Brent Strong and Tulinda Larsen
met with OxEon Energy and learned that their product was on NASA’s Mars
Rover. When NASA’s Perseverance rover landed on Mars in February 2021, it took with
it a highly sophisticated instrument called MOXIE, which was developed by a Utah
company called OxEon Energy. MOXIE is short for the Mars Oxygen Experiment, which
aims to produce oxygen through solid oxide electrolysis of CO2 in Mars’ atmosphere.
The device is like an “electronic tree” that will convert small amounts of carbon dioxide
from the Martian atmosphere into breathable oxygen. It will be NASA’s first significant
demonstration of ISRU on Mars. UAMMI reached out to OxEcon Energy to coordinate
the announcement of this impressive accomplishment.

Summary
The above information is not all-inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the first quarter of 2021. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the excellent event preparation, growth, use of our strategic tools, and the individual
company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides
as we support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership.
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